
2019 Stomp Out Stigma
Youth Mental Health Conference

October 14, 2019 | Franklin Jr. High

Schedule

8:30-9:00am 
Check-in

 
9:00-9:15am

Welcome and
Performance by Coldsaint

 
9:15-10:15am

Keynote Royce White
 

10:15-10:30am
Performance by 

Movement 515
 

10:30-10:45am
Break/Expo Tables

 
10:45-11:30am
Session one

 
11:30-11:40am

Break
 

11:40-12:30pm
Lunch (cafeteria and

breakout rooms)
 

12:40-12:45pm
Travel 

 
12:45-1:30pm
Session Two

 
1:30-1:45pm

Break
 

1:45-2:30pm
Session Three

 
2:30-2:40pm

Break
 

2:40-3:25pm
Session Four

Please Pass the Love is
committed to increasing

school-based mental health
supports to improve the

quality of life and educational
opportunities for children,

families, and educators as well
as offer culturally responsive
comprehensive services and
evidence-based supports to
school systems. We strive to
bridge positive relationships

between the educational and
mental health communities to
more effectively prevent and
address mental health issues

for our children and
adolescents throughout the

state of Iowa.

Our Mission

Contact us
Phone:

515-339-3837

E-mail: 
info@pleasepassthelove.org

Please Pass the Love

@pleasepassthelove

@PPTheLove

@pptlnotalone Use the hashtag #StompOutStigma on social media!

WiFi: network is SOS Conf - Password is pptl2019



Session One 10:45-11:30a

Room 143
Healthy Relationships: You don't own me

Healthy relationship boundaries seem harder to maintain than ever. We share our lives with
everyone around us through social media; and even if we don't...our friends, families, and

partners do. Knowing what our partners and even our friends are doing at all times isn't as
healthy as we think. Constant access to our lives breeds jealousy. How do we maintain

boundaries when it feels like our whole lives are on display? What does healthy love feel like?
How do unhealthy relationships affect our brains and decision making skills? Let's talk about it!

Presented by: Michelle Anderson, Certified Domestic Abuse Advocate

Room 141
Ask a psych! 

Dr. Sasha Khosravi is one of the leading psychiatrists in our state. As the Medical Director Mercy
Pediatric Neurology and Psychiatry Clinic, he has a vast knowledge of youth mental health.
This is your chance to ask him any questions you might have! A wonderful person who has

made such an impact in our state, we promise no question is dumb. 
Presented by: Dr. Sasha Khosravi, DO

Cafeteria
Write About It: Spoken Word As Catharsis Workshop

“I’m so lucky we all lived through who we were, to become who we are” is the quote Neil
Hilborn ends his poem “Joey” with. RunDSM believes in unadulterated, unfiltered,

transformative spaces where young people use art to write themselves toward empowerment
and liberation. This workshop will focus on creating community, coming together, uplifting one

another, and centered the stories we all carry. We believe in the healing power of artistic
creation and listening – expect to leave with a personal piece of writing.

Presented by: Leah Waughtal-Magiera Bri DeLaFuente Brianna Cobb Kaiya Brown Heyden
Snider

Room 145
Social Media:  Keep it Positive!

When Social Media is  used responsibly, it can help us stay in touch, play games, and get to
know each other. What happens if it isn’t used responsibly? Hurt feelings, being lonely, and

maybe a challenging friendship?Join us to learn some ideas on how to make changes to help
social media be more impactful and coping skills to help us work through some of those

negative feelings.
Presented by: Stepping Stone Family Services

Auditorium
Anxiety and You

Presented by: Royce White



Session One Continued 10:45-11:30a

Room 149
What's Stopping your School From Being the Best it Can Be? 

In this session, you will work through the booms (what's going well) and barriers (what needs
improved) of your school. Together, you will come up with ideas on how you can make it a

better place for every student that walks through those doors. Youth have a powerful voice,
this is a chance for yours to be heard!  Come learn about our Stomp Out Stigma groups!

Presented by: Jenna Hardenbrook and Miya Davis, Please Pass the Love

Room 147
Mindfulness: Your Creativity Superpower!

Mindfulness is like a creativity welcome mat. In this interactive workshop, we will explore the
concept of Mindfulness, what it is, how it works, and some of the benefits and outcomes, for

students. Mindfulness is the awareness that occurs when you focus on the present and on the
purpose of what you are doing. Join in to help develop a sense of calm in the classroom and

your every day life. 
Presented by: Sandy Thompson , School Counselor

Room 100
Therapy dogs 101 

In this session, you will get to learn about therapy dogs and how they can make a difference in
the lives of many. You'll also have a chance to get to know the dogs and get in some much

needed snuggles!
Presented by: Iowa Human-Animal Bond Society

Room 131
Relationship Building

Relationships can be hard. With friends, family, significant others, teachers, and anyone else in
your life. Fortunately, this session will help you navigate through how to build awesome and

lasting relationships. We know that surrounding yourself with positive and supportive people
can make a HUGE difference. This interactive session is packed full of fun, hands-on

relationship building activities by Drake University's Rise Up team!
Presented by: Rise Up from Drake University

Foyer
Who Do I Want You To Be? Racial/Cultural Trauma in Schools

School systems were created to benefit those in white dominant culture. Today, 82 percent of
teachers are white and poorly prepared to work with students of color. This session explores

how oppressive educational systems create trauma for students of color. Participants will
learn about the brain science behind trauma and how that impacts students through bias,
white privilege, micro-aggressions, white fragility and, more importantly, how to prevent it.

Presented by: Jennifer Ulie-Wells, Ph.D., Please Pass The Love



Room 141
#InMyFeelings

 YoungOne out of 4 girls fall into a clinical diagnosis – depression, eating disorders, cutting, and
other mental/emotional disorders. On top of these, many more report being constantly

anxious, sleep deprived, and under significant pressure” (retrieved
from https://heartofleadership.org/statistics/, 10/10/18). One assumption is that young girls have

lost their voice due to not being sure who to trust or feeling like a burden to someone else.
Emotions are natural, normal, and necessary for healing and personal growth.  Within the
workshop it is our hope that the young ladies will learn the following:• Define The ABCs of

Emotion• Dispel negative, internal messages regarding emoting• How to reach out for support
and connect with others appropriately.

Presented by: Breanne Ward, Clinical Director at New Sight

Cafeteria
Write About It: Spoken Word As Catharsis Workshop

“I’m so lucky we all lived through who we were, to become who we are” is the quote Neil Hilborn
ends his poem “Joey” with. RunDSM believes in unadulterated, unfiltered, transformative spaces

where young people use art to write themselves toward empowerment and liberation. This
workshop will focus on creating community, coming together, uplifting one another, and

centered the stories we all carry. We believe in the healing power of artistic creation and listening
– expect to leave with a personal piece of writing. 

Presented by: Leah Waughtal-Magiera Bri DeLaFuente Brianna Cobb Kaiya Brown Heyden Snider

Auditorium
Anxiety and You

Presented by: Royce White

Session Two 12:45-1:30p

LUNCH! 11:40-12:40 
Please grab lunch at one of the many lunch stations and find seating in cafeteria and
breakout rooms. We appreciate your flexibility as we welcome hundreds of students

from across the state! 

A big thank you to these amazing sponsors! 



Foyer- near check in area
Youth Activism 101

Statistics show that having a Gay-Straight Alliance/Gender-Sexuality Alliance increases the
overall feeling of safety in schools. Don’t have a GSA? Start one! Already have one? Learn how

to engage in meaningful student activism with Iowa Safe Schools. Join this session for
conversations on understanding your rights as a student, creating and challenging your

Gender and Sexuality Alliance, and getting involved in political and social activism that affirms
and supports you.

Presented by: Iowa Safe Schools

Room 147
Mindfulness: Your Creativity Superpower!

Mindfulness is like a creativity welcome mat. In this interactive workshop, we will explore the
concept of Mindfulness, what it is, how it works, and some of the benefits and outcomes, for

students. Mindfulness is the awareness that occurs when you focus on the present and on the
purpose of what you are doing. Join in to help develop a sense of calm in the classroom and

your every day life. 
Presented by: Sandy Thompson , School Counselor

Room 149
Know Your Rights!

Tyler will discuss rights you have as students and take hypothetical questions from the
audience. This is an interactive session to help guide you in any legal proceedings you may

encounter. You have rights, let's help you get to know them!
Presented by: Tyler Coe, attorney at Whitfield and Eddy

Room 145
How to Help a Friend in Crisis

This session will help you recognize the signs and symptoms of mental health and crisis. You
will learn how to develop an action plan if a friend is in crisis. Knowing when to get help for a

friend can literally be a matter of life and death.  Join in this session because it helps to be
more aware and more informed. 

Presented by: Julie Gibbons, Polk County Public Health

Room 143
Healthy Relationships: You don't own me

Healthy relationship boundaries seem harder to maintain than ever. We share our lives with
everyone around us through social media; and even if we don't...our friends, families, and

partners do. Knowing what our partners and even our friends are doing at all times isn't as
healthy as we think. Constant access to our lives breeds jealousy. How do we maintain

boundaries when it feels like our whole lives are on display? What does healthy love feel like?
How do unhealthy relationships affect our brains and decision making skills? Let's talk about it!

Presented by: Michelle Anderson, Certified Domestic Abuse Advocate

Session Two Continued 12:45-1:30p



Room 141
#InMyFeelings

 YoungOne out of 4 girls fall into a clinical diagnosis – depression, eating disorders, cutting, and
other mental/emotional disorders. On top of these, many more report being constantly

anxious, sleep deprived, and under significant pressure” (retrieved
from https://heartofleadership.org/statistics/, 10/10/18). One assumption is that young girls have

lost their voice due to not being sure who to trust or feeling like a burden to someone else.
Emotions are natural, normal, and necessary for healing and personal growth.  Within the
workshop it is our hope that the young ladies will learn the following:• Define The ABCs of

Emotion• Dispel negative, internal messages regarding emoting• How to reach out for support
and connect with others appropriately.

Presented by: Breanne Ward, Clinical Director at New Sight

Auditorium
Bet You Can't Do It Like Me!

Is a workshop that celebrates individuality and self- worth. Hip-Hope will demonstrate how to
not only cope, but develop self-esteem and extreme confidence through dance and other

means of expression.
Presented by: Hip Hope

Session Three 1:45-2:30p

Room 100
Therapy dogs 101 

In this session, you will get to learn about therapy dogs and how they can make a difference in
the lives of many. You'll also have a chance to get to know the dogs and get some much

needed snuggles in! 
Presented by: Iowa Human-Animal Bond Society

Session Two Continued 12:45-1:30p

Cafeteria
#YESKINDNESS: Mood Recognition and Regulation for Young Adults

Do you sometimes feel like your moods control you? Do you wish you could feel more “in
control” of yourself? Using fun, low-pressure drawing techniques and music, we will explore
how to recognize our moods and play with strategies for regulating our “highs” and “lows.” 

Presented by: Yvette Zaród Hermann, Arts Outreach Educator, ArtForce Iowa

Room 131
Relationship Building

Relationships can be hard. With friends, family, significant others, teachers, and anyone else in
your life. Fortunately, this session will help you navigate through how to build awesome and

lasting relationships. We know that surrounding yourself with positive and supportive people
can make a HUGE difference. This interactive session is packed full of fun, hands-on

relationship building activities by Drake University's Rise Up team!
Presented by: Rise Up from Drake University



Session Three Continued 1:45-2:30p

Room 145
How to Help a Friend in Crisis

This session will help you recognize the signs and symptoms of mental health and crisis. You
will learn how to develop an action plan if a friend is in crisis. Knowing when to get help for a

friend can literally be a matter of life and death.  Join in this session because it helps to be
more aware and more informed. 

Presented by: Julie Gibbons, Polk County Public Health

Room 143
Social Media:  Keep it Positive!

When Social Media is  used responsibly, it can help us stay in touch, play games, and get to
know each other. What happens if it isn’t used responsibly? Hurt feelings, being lonely, and

maybe a challenging friendship?Join us to learn some ideas on how to make changes to help
social media be more impactful and coping skills to help us work through some of those

negative feelings.
Presented by: Stepping Stone Family Services

Room 147
Youth Activism 101

Statistics show that having a Gay-Straight Alliance/Gender-Sexuality Alliance increases the
overall feeling of safety in schools. Don’t have a GSA? Start one! Already have one? Learn how

to engage in meaningful student activism with Iowa Safe Schools. Join this session for
conversations on understanding your rights as a student, creating and challenging your

Gender and Sexuality Alliance, and getting involved in political and social activism that affirms
and supports you.

Presented by: Iowa Safe Schools

Room 149
Refugee and Immigration 101

What does it mean to be a refugee? An immigrant? An undocumented person? How do
newcomers become a part of the communities they join and how can you help them feel
welcomed and supported? Come learn about the amazing ways immigrants benefit our
country and learn how you can build relationships with those around you! This will be an

interactive and hands on breakout session. 
Presented by: Jennifer Haidar and Zekariyas Balacha from EMBARC Iowa

Foyer-near check in area
Youth Voice Matters Part 1

In part one of this two-part breakout session students will work together through a series of
team building activities to practice leadership, communication, self-reflection, and empathy!

Students will leave this session with confidence that they can build stronger relationships with
their peers and become leaders in their school.  This is part one of a two part breakout session -

it is encouraged that students attend both parts to get the full experience, but not required.
Presented by: Alicia Vermeer- Community Youth Concepts



Room 143
What's Stopping your School From Being the Best it Can Be? 

In this session, you will work through the booms (what's going well) and barriers (what needs
improved) of your school. Together, you will come up with ideas on how you can make it a

better place for every student that walks through those doors. Youth have a powerful voice, this
is a chance for yours to be heard!  Come learn about our Stomp Out Stigma groups!

Presented by: Jenna Hardenbrook and Miya Davis, Please Pass the Love

Cafeteria
#YESKINDNESS: Mood Recognition and Regulation for Young Adults

Do you sometimes feel like your moods control you? Do you wish you could feel more “in
control” of yourself? Using fun, low-pressure drawing techniques and music, we will explore
how to recognize our moods and play with strategies for regulating our “highs” and “lows.” 

Presented by: Yvette Zaród Hermann, Arts Outreach Educator, ArtForce Iowa

Auditorium
Music My Solution 

In this workshop Hip-Hope will promote the power of music. How to not only harnessed its
power of expression but it's power of coping and healing.

Presented by: Hip Hope

Session Four 2:40-3:25p

Room 131
Latinx Youth Mental Health Taskforce

Al Exito Latinx youth have focused on issues facing their peers across the state. This workshop
will share results and action steps created by the youth.

Presented by: Dawn Martinez Oropeza, Executive Director at Al Exito

Session Three Continued 1:45-2:30p

Room 100
Yoga for Mental Wellness

Isabella Mazzei is no stranger to Please Pass the Love! During her time with us, she spoke to
hundreds of students, educators, and faculty on the Youth Perspective of Mental Health. She
received her Power Sculpt Yoga certification in May 2019 and has been teaching since August
2019. Yoga has incredible benefits for not just your physical health, but your mental health, too.

This session will provide a brief overview of how activities, like yoga, work to improve your mental
health. The session will conclude with a yoga flow to incorporate everything you’ve learned!

Presented by: Isabella Mazzei

Room 141
Hope! 

This powerful session will welcome members of Hope! Drama Troupe for their performance as it
defines types of abuse, demonstrates the consequences of abuse and identifies how to get

help. The troupe tackles tough issues that are difficult for youth to talk about and portrays ways
to discuss problems and get help.

Presented by: Hope! Drama Troupe



Foyer- Near check in area
Youth Voice Matters Part 2

In the second part of this two-part breakout session, students will build on the leadership skills
that were practiced in part one.  Team building activities will be more challenging and

students will need to use the strengths of all of their teammates to learn how they can be
successful together.  Students will practice resiliency skills and learn how to bounce back

when challenges come up.  The skills learned in this breakout session can be used as students
face challenges in school, work, and life.  It is encouraged that students attend both parts of

the breakout session to get the full experience, but not required.
Presented by: Alicia Vermeer- Community Youth Concepts

Room 149
Refugee and Immigration 101

What does it mean to be a refugee? An immigrant? An undocumented person? How do
newcomers become a part of the communities they join and how can you help them feel
welcomed and supported? Come learn about the amazing ways immigrants benefit our
country and learn how you can build relationships with those around you! This will be an

interactive and hands on breakout session.
Presented by: Jennifer Haidar and Zekariyas Balacha from EMBARC Iowa

Room 147
Yoga for Mental Wellness

Isabella Mazzei is no stranger to PPTL! During her time with us, she spoke to hundreds of
students, educators, and faculty on the Youth Perspective of Mental Health. She received her
Power Sculpt Yoga certification in May 2019 and has been teaching since August 2019. Yoga

has incredible benefits for not just your physical health, but your mental health, too. This
session will provide a brief overview of how activities, like yoga, work to improve your mental
health. The session will conclude with a yoga flow to incorporate everything you’ve learned!

Presented by: Isabella Maazei

Session Four Continued 2:40-3:25p

Room 131
Latinx Youth Mental Health Taskforce

Al Exito Latinx youth have focused on issues facing their peers across the state. This workshop
will share results and action steps created by the youth.

Presented by: Dawn Martinez Oropeza, Executive Director at Al Exito

Room 145
Who Do I Want You To Be? Racial/Cultural Trauma in Schools

School systems were created to benefit those in white dominant culture. Today, 82 percent of
teachers are white and poorly prepared to work with students of color. This session explores

how oppressive educational systems create trauma for students of color. Participants will
learn about the brain science behind trauma and how that impacts students through bias,
white privilege, micro-aggressions, white fragility and, more importantly, how to prevent it.

Presented by: Jennifer Ulie-Wells, Ph.D., Please Pass The Love


